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Figure 1. BCI formula.

Figure 2. LOS values.

Description of Bicycle Compatibility Index.

The Bicycle Compatibility
Index (BCI) was produced
by the University of North
Carolina Highway Safety
Research Center for the
Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA).
It’s development study is
online at: 
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/to
ols/docs/bcifinalrpt.pdf

http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/to
ols/docs/bci.pdf
contains the implementation
manual.
 
The BCI is promoted as a
procedure for rating the
“bicycle compatibility” of a
road. The principle variables
of lane width, motor vehicle
volume, and motor vehicle
speed, along with secondary
variables are entered into a
formula (Figure 1) to
achieve a number, which is
then rated on a linear scale 
(Figure 2) to determine bicycle 
compatibility from 
A (best) through F (worst).
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Figure 3. Camera

Figure 4. A non-BL road the
subjects rated.

Figure 5. A BL road the
subjects rated.

To develop the BCI formula, subjects seated in rooms viewed films taken from a camera that had
been placed at the curb in the direction of traffic (Figures 3-5). Subjects were asked to rate how
“comfortable” they would be riding a bicycle on various roads with respect to traffic speed,
volume, and road width. Using these ratings, the BCI formula was developed.

 Figures 3-5 and 8 below are from the BCI’s development study.

Criticisms
• Two fatally flawed research methodologies:

Fatal Flaw 1: The films used as the survey instruments were biased.
The findings of perceived comfort were based on visual preference determined from watching
films of motor traffic on roads, not on actually riding a bicycle. No subjects rode bicycles to
report their level of comfort. This is critical, because in practice the presence of a bicyclist (or 
an object such as the camera) in a traffic lane alters motorist behavior.

The investigators attempted to make the films simulate actual bicycling conditions and
overtaking motor traffic. The camera was placed close to bicycling position (but roadside out of
the traveled way; Figure 3 above) and pointed in the direction of traffic. The height of the lens
was between 1.4 and 1.5 m above the road surface to approximate the eye height of a bicyclist.
Motor vehicle sound was incorporated to provide additional realism. 

But the attempt at realism was inadequate and ultimately misleading. Because the camera was
placed roadside and not in bicyclists’ actual position on pavement, the result was a biased film
presentation to subjects in favor of bike lane (BLs) or paved shoulder roads.

Films showing motor traffic on a BL (or shoulder) striped road were inherently different from
films of non-striped roads because the BL results in a shift to the left in motor vehicle tracking
from the curb whether a bicyclist is present or not. Prominently depicted was the BL, an
approximately 4 ft wide corridor always devoid of motor vehicles, a very positive image. 

Films of normal non-BL roads depicted motor vehicles much closer to the curb on average, and
since vehicles have variable lateral tracking position between the edges of their defined traveled
way, some would have been very close to the curb, in bicyclists’ typical position. As a vehicle
first entered the film it would have appeared more imposing, skewing the subjects’ perceptions. 
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Figure 6. HOW THEY DID IT.
The camera out of the traveled way would
have had no effect on motor vehicle lateral
position. The BL stripe caused a left shift
from roadside. The red car on a BL road is
typically further from the curb than the blue
car in a lane of the same total width. The
blue and green cars can be right at the curb.

Figure 7. HOW IT SHOULD HAVE
BEEN DONE. 

Camera in roadway would have simulated a
bicyclist, causing a left shift and likely
reduced speed on non-BL roads. The blue
and green cars would have been further left
(and likely slower) than the red car, which
would have largely been unaffected.

If the camera had been placed in the roadway (in the BL or in the traveled way on non-BL roads
with orange cones providing warning) simulating a bicyclist, the camera would have caused a
large left shift in motor vehicle tracking on a non-BL road, affording study subjects a real world
view of the position of overtaking traffic in the films. Motor vehicles first entering the film
would have appeared smaller and further away on non-BL roads than on BL roads, the opposite
of what the films did show. Arguably, the best way to produce the films would have been to have
the camera mounted to a bicycle moving at typical bicyclist speed of 14 mph in typical bicyclist
in-road location.

In a prior study by the same principal investigator (Harkey and Stewart, 1997), overtaking
motorists were found to move left a greater distance from bicyclists in a wide outside lane
(WOL) than in a BL. The left shift effect due to a bicyclist in the lane is especially pronounced
for narrow or standard width lanes in which cases the motorist usually must move left to
overtake. Moreover, ofttimes motorists either choose or are forced to slow down (to as slow as
bicyclist speed) prior to overtaking bicyclists on a non-BL road due to the ambiguity of
overtaking and/or the inability to immediately overtake due to narrowness and oncoming traffic.
Moving over and slowing down are expected effects since another user is in the same travel lane.

By placing the camera roadside out of the traveled way rather than in the roadway simulating
actual bicyclist position, the survey instruments — the films — were inherently biased and
fatally defective.
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Figure 8. To validate the video methodology,
pedestrians’ imagined comfort when riding
bicycles was correlated with the imagined
comfort of subjects viewing the films in
classrooms. The real comfort of real bicyclists
was never measured, and is in no way related.

Fatal Flaw 2: The subjects were not matched.
In the validation of the video methodology, the investigators say “…the primary objective of this
pilot study was to validate the video methodology, i.e., determine how well the participants’
comfort ratings recorded when watching the video matched the participants’ ratings when
viewing the location in the field.” The investigators indeed found that the imagined comfort (IC)
when riding a bicycle of the classroom subjects watching the video “matched reasonably well” to
the imagined comfort of pedestrians in the field. In other words, IC (pedestrians) ≅ IC (subjects). But
the investigators made the elementary mistake of assuming, without testing, that the IC (subjects)
was equal to the real comfort of real bicyclists, RC (bicyclists).

The investigators thus claim that 
IC (pedestrians) ≅ IC (subjects), and 
therefore IC (subjects) = RC (bicyclists). 
That is like saying A ≅ B, therefore B = C.
The IC (subjects) ratings were then used to
derive the BCI formula which is supposed
to specify the real comfort of real bicyclists,
and dictate road design.

• Other flaws.
The BCI study is predicated on the
assertion that bicyclists’ perceptions are
valid and “the key to determining
compatibility,” and thus are the sole
rationale for roadway design. However,
other research conducted by the same UNC
HSRC clearly demonstrates that the
perceptions of bicyclists are highly faulty.

In a 1998 paper entitled “An Evaluation of Red Shoulders as a Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility”  
(www.dot.state.fl.us/Safety/ped_bike/handbooks_and_research/research/redstudy.pdf)
the UNC HSRC performed a survey of bicyclists’ perceptions of motorist speed and passing
distance. The results showed that 1 in 5 bicyclists were wrong on speed estimation. On passing
distance perception, 86% of bicyclists were not only wrong, they were completely opposite of
reality. The remaining 14 % were merely wrong. Hence, 100% of respondents were wrong at
judging overtaking spacing. The BCI is based on the false premise of valid bicyclist perceptions. 

The BCI study says that, “The descriptive terms in the written definition of LOS [Level Of
Service] include speed and travel time, comfort/convenience, traffic interruptions, and freedom
to maneuver... the qualitative descriptors of comfort/convenience and freedom to maneuver are
most applicable to bicyclists traveling on the roadway in the presence of motor vehicles.”

This implies that “speed and travel time” and “traffic interruptions” are least applicable if the
vehicle a person is driving is a bicycle rather than a motor vehicle. There is no basis for this. It is
well established that these parameters defining mobility are very important to existing bicyclists,
as well as in the decision to use the bicycle as travel mode. In fact, the 2000 Highway Capacity
Manual defines speed and delay metrics as the LOS for bicyclists. The BCI ignores bicyclist
mobility; according to the BCI, bicyclist perceived comfort alone defines LOS.
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Figure 9. The BL stripe increases LOS in
the BCI, but in actuality restricts freedom to
maneuver. Bicyclists are compelled to stay
in the narrow bike lane space through laws
and/or motorist coercion.

Figure 10. Same space without the stripe
(digitally removed) allows bicyclists to
choose with impunity how much lane to use
based on operational context, maximizing
freedom to maneuver.

If however, “freedom to maneuver” is indeed “most applicable to bicyclists ... in the presence of
motor vehicles,” as the study asserts, then the BCI formula is contradictory in assigning
improved LOS due to a BL stripe, as depicted below in Figures 9 and 10.

The study states, “Presently, there is no methodology widely accepted by engineers, planners, or
bicycle coordinators that will allow them to determine how compatible a roadway is for allowing
efficient operation of both bicycles and motor vehicles.” Compatibility is couched as “efficient
operation,” but no operational measures such as bicyclist mobility, bicyclist speed, collisions,
conflicts, overtaking speed, or separation distance were examined. The BCI assumes these
metrics are not relevant when designing for bicycle operation.

The BCI erroneously and misleadingly states, “...the presence of a bicycle lane (paved shoulder)
reduces the index by almost a full point, indicating an increased level of comfort for the
bicyclist.” In fact, when calculated for a standard 4 ft BL with 12 ft adjacent lane, the BCI index
is reduced by just 0.61. as compared to a curb lane of equal 16 ft total width. Even with the
biased and flawed methodology in favor of BLs, a BL increases bicyclist comfort on the BCI’s
assumed linear scale by only about 0.6 as compared to an un-striped lane of equal total width.

Others have criticized the BCI’s development methodology. John Allen notes that “Mobility,
safety and comfort all depend on bicyclists' speed. The video clips used in the research were
made with a stationary camera, skewing the perception of motorists' speed relative to that of
bicyclists and providing no input as to the direct effects of bicyclists' speed on their need to
process information and maneuver accordingly.” John Forester opines that “The investigators
never attempted to demonstrate that the feelings imagined by the subjects while viewing the
images had any connection with the feelings of cyclists riding at the time and locations shown in
the images.” See http://www.bikexprt.com/research/bci/bcirvw.htm and www.johnforester.com
for these authors’ full critiques of the BCI.
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Figure 11. A bicyclist comfortably using a
very narrow 9 foot lane of a 4-lane road.
South Columbia St, Chapel Hill, NC.

Conclusions
The BCI is fatally flawed and invalid because of methodological and other errors. The BCI
employed a visual preference survey based only on perceived comfort assessed using a defective
film survey instrument. To develop the BCI formula, subjects seated in a room imagined they
were riding bicycles while viewing films produced with a camera located out of the roadway that
was also stationary. The imagined comfort of these seated subjects was assumed to be the same
as the real comfort of actual bicyclists, though this was never measured.

The study overstates the comfort effect of BLs, and assigns only positive value to BLs, assuming
they have no inherent negative qualities and thus are the ultimate on-road bicycling facility. In
fact, BLs have many operational, logistical, and social costs and are often counter-indicated. In
contrast, the same space without the BL stripe, a wide outside lane, has no counter-indications.

Even if the BCI is accurate in its assessment that a BL increases bicyclist comfort, the
conclusion that the infrastructure should be designed based solely on comfort is egregious.
People’s stated or presumed comfort is not the sole criterion for roadway design. Motorists
perceive that a rural, free flowing limited access highway is more “comfortable” than an urban
arterial with cross traffic, stop lights, and congestion. But this doesn’t mean that every road
should be designed as a freeway. Similarly, not all roads that would benefit from added space
should have that space segregated with a BL stripe. 

Greater “perceived comfort” is not actual increased safety, it is the illusion of safety. When
operating lawfully, experience, operational analysis, and collision studies have shown that
bicyclists are not at great danger from overtaking motor vehicle traffic; the main traffic hazards
are from turning and merging vehicles. Having greater perceived comfort can be characterized as
having a false sense of security, and this sometimes results in complacency. 

It is not ethical to induce, by raising their
comfort level with a BL stripe, inexperienced or
traffic averse bicyclists into riding on roads that
can lead to situations for which they may not be
ready. Nor is it ethical to segregate all bicyclists
with discriminatory BLs, narrow, side-of-the-
road structures that are inconsistent with
standard roadway design practice and theory,
and which lead to some people — motorists, law
enforcement personnel, legislators — perceiving
bicyclists as having less right to use the non-BL
portion of the road. Further, mandatory bike lane
laws codify bicyclists’ loss of rights. 

All modern paved roads are inherently “bicycle
compatible.” All roads no matter how narrow
adequately accommodate 2-foot wide bicyclists. Thus, the “bicycle facility” already exists. If
transportation professionals wish to increase the Level of Service for bicyclists, they should
provide smooth and debris/obstacle free pavement, ensure bicycle sensitive traffic signals, and
increase street connectivity. Providing additional lane width on traffic intense roads improves
motorist overtaking ease, and by extension bicyclist comfort and “freedom to maneuver,” two
among several measures comprising bicyclist LOS.
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